Leadership Resources

CONTINUED EDUCATION

- Best Friends ELC
- Maddie’s Exec Leadership Fellowship
- The University of Pacific - Certified Animal Manager

ARTICLES
- New leader assimilation process - LinkedIn
- Forbes - 10 Ways To Gain Respect As A Young Leader
- How do you become a leader? - Yale
- The Importance of Mentorship - University of the People

BOOKS
- Managing Change - William Bridges, PHD with Susan Bridges
- Mutual Aid: Building Solidarity During the Crisis - Dean Spade
- Good to Great - Jim Collins
- The Five Dysfunctions of a Team - Patrick Lencioni
- Switch - Chip Heath & Dan Heath
- Dare to Lead - Brene Brown
- Start with Why - Simon Sinek
- The First 90 Days - Michael Watkins
- Thinking Fast and Slow - Daniel Kahneman